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Abstract
Currently, PUCMM does not have a reliablemanagement process for its fixed and
controlled assets. In addition, PUCMM does not have a system that can provide
accurate, fast and updated information about these items. Therefore, there is the need of
a new process formanaging PUCMM's fixed assets.
The purpose of this research is to design a new management process for PUCMM's
fixed and controlled assets thatwill provide reliable, quick and updated information.
Themethodology for this study is based on a cross-sectional study to assess fixed
assets management processes in this and other well-established organizations. It is a
descriptive study using qualitative data that describes how this type of property is
managed and controlled. Primary and secondary sources were used to gather
information for this research project. The data collection instruments issued for this
study were interviews, observations, Internet, books, journals and magazines.
The findings of this study clearly show that all processes, procedures and controls
regarding themanagement of fixed assets have been very inefficient. As a result,
PUCMM does not have a fixed assets management process that can provide reliable,
precise, up-to-date, and quick information about the institution's property.
Furthermore, PUCMM does not know what are its fixed assets, their current condition,
or how well these items are maintained.
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Chapter I
Introduction
Assetmanagement, to bemore specific, fixed and controlled assetmanagement, is a
very meaningful activity in any organization. A general definition of fixed asset is: all
non-consumable goodswith a unit value in excess of X dollar amount, usually
estabhshed by the organization, and with a useful life of one year or more (UCAR
PropertyManual, 2002). Proper fixed assetmanagement establishes and maintains a
current inventory of this type of property within the company. By doing so, the
institution ensures responsibility and accountability of these assets, in addition to the
efficient and effective use of them. Further more, a good fixed assetmanagement
program can facilitate the physical inventory process of fixed assets, establish their
insurance condition and comply with federal, state and local policy.
Background
Today, companies have a large quantity of fixed assets. To provide better service
and to be more efficient, organizations are always acquiringmore fixed assets. Every
company and/or organization in today's economy needs to keep up with the ever-
changing technology to contribute to meetingmarket expectations. Better and improved
fixed assets canmake organizations more valuable because of their use and the benefits
that these assets provide. For example, faster service and better support to a company's
operations can help provide a better quality service to the organization's customers.
Institutions, worldwide, need fixed assets and management processes to control
how these items are purchased, store and utilized by the firm. Fixed assets are high cost
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items; this is a reasonwhy all companies need to manage their assets in an organized
manner. Universities are not an exception. As educational institutions, they also require
a fixed assetmanagement system in order to offer better quality service and support to
their teaching staff.
In the United States, as in the Dominican Republic, universities such as Pontificia
Universidad CatolicaMadre y Maestra (PUCMM) are required to report depreciation
on fixed assets, and for that reason, these institutions have tried to manage this type of
property in the best possible manner. In addition, these institutions are audited on this
type of property and must make evident that they have adequate control systems and
management processes in place. Universities could face drastic sanctions and other
consequences if they do not have adequate control systems. Many universities have a
fixed assets inventorymanagement system, which helps them ensure proper control
and management of their assets. The improper management of an organization's fixed
assets can have a negative effect on the institution for example, hidden costs associated
with excess of assets. Many times organizations make unnecessary purchases because
they do not have an inventory control system that can confirm the need for more or less
assets.
Important criteria of a good property management process, especially of fixed and
controlled assets, includes: (a) Determination of fixed assets needs, (b) Establishment of
centralized fixed assetmanagement, (c) Identify, document, and implement policies,
procedures, and controls needed, (d) Procurement (e) Receiving, inspection, inventory,
storage and distribution of assets, (f) Repair and maintenance of assets, (g) Disposition
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of damaged, obsolete or unneeded fixed assets, (h) Recording and reporting of fixed
asset transactions and (i) Monitor and evaluate the fixed asset management process.
When assets are received at the receiving center, they are registered as fixed assets,
tagged and assigned an asset-number. Later, these assets are transferred to the end-
user and assigned a location in the asset's registration sheet. In any fixed asset
management process the responsibility for the asset(s) lies on the final or end-user of
the property. Fixed and controlled assets are assigned to a department inwhich the
person in charge signs a hand receipt accepting the responsibility of the asset or assets.
This person is responsible for the loss, theft or damage to the property they signed for.
Many firms and universities have severe sanctions for those who do not act in a
responsiblemannerwith the assets they have signed for. The Fixed Assets Department
of the Denver Public Schools (2002) has a property control manualwithmany policies
that explains the responsibilities of the employees who have signed for fixed assets.
Employees are responsible for the use, care and safekeeping of such property, if not,
they can face legal consequences.
It is important to know the status of an institution's property. A good property
management process can help provide accurate information about a firm's assets.
Accurate and reliable information in this area is a key factor in a better and more
efficientmanagement system within any institution. By having control over their fixed
and controlled assets, an institution can increase efficiency and reduce costs associated
with themismanagement of fixed assets (excess, lost, theft, misuse of assets, etc.).
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Problem Statement
PUCMM does not have a reliablemanagement process for its fixed and controlled
assets. In addition, PUCMM does not have a system that can provide accurate, fast and
updated information about these assets. There is the need to design a new process for
managing PUCMM's fixed assets to provide accurate information on the status of the
university's fixed and controlled assets
Purpose Statement
The purpose of this research is to design a newmanagement process for PUCMM's
fixed and controlled assets thatwill provide reliable information. More specifically, it
will help: (a) Determinewhat are PUCMM's fixed and controlled assets, (b) Determine
their condition or status, (c) Identifywhere these assets are located, (d) Determine the
overall cost of the institution's fixed and controlled assets, (e) Assure that assets are
adequately insured, (f) Ensure that all fixed and controlled assets are registered and
tagged and (g) Assure that proper depreciation procedures are in place.
Major Questions
1. What fixed and controlled assets does PUCMM have?
2. What is the condition or status of current PUCMM's fixed assets?
3. Where all PUCMM's fixed and controlled assets are located?
4. Are fixed and controlled assets being registered and tagged correctly?
5. What is the overall cost of PUCMM's fixed assets?
6. What are PUCMM's fixed assets needs?
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Delimitations
The scope of this process will be limited to fixed and controlled assets that are
movable in nature and controlled assets that are considered to be highly susceptible to
theft or misuse.
Limitations
A new fixed assets management process will need the approval and support of
upper management and their financial support for the full development of this process.
Adapting to change is a big limitation particularly for new processes. Getting
employees to follow the new process and procedures can also be a challenge. Lastly,
poor communication in the form of feedback of information from the departments
within the organization regarding fixed assets transactions as part of the process may
also be problematic.
Significance
PUCMM is interested in the proper management of its fixed and controlled assets in
order to avoid hidden costs associated with themismanagement of this type of
property. A new management process will support decisionswhen buying, eliminating
or assigning assets within the organization. Further more, the institutionwill have
more control overwhat it has in order to provide better support to the teaching staff
and students.
Long Term Consequences
Once a fixed assets management process is in place, this process will be of great help
in any decision-making concerning fixed assets. Managers will have accurate
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information about the institution's fixed assets and what fixed assets are needed to
support current and future operations. In addition, the new process can save the
institution from making unnecessary purchases.
Short Term Consequences
A new fixed assets management might require more personnel in this area. In
addition, itwill encounter many drastic changes in the fixed assets management arena.
This new process will define how fixed assets are going to be managed and new
procedures addressing the full range of fixed assets activities, including planning,
attainment, reporting, accountability, storage, issue and receipt, controls, valuation, and
disposition.
Summary
This research projectwill explain the importance of having a good fixed assets
management in any organization. Furthermore, itwill describe a new fixed assets
management process thatwill support uppermanagement decision-making regarding
the institution's fixed assets (i.e. fixed assets needs, excess, condition). The research will
give details of how the data or informationwas collected and what are the best practices
concerning fixed assets management. At
the end, recommendations for the new fixed
assets management processwill be provided based on findings and best practices in the
market.
The literature to be discussed in the next chapter will give you a better idea of how
important are fixed assets and what are the steps and procedures to take into
consideration whenmanaging these items.
Related topics from articles, books,
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magazines, best practices and online information will be shared to provide a better
explanation at a wide scope of fixed assets management.
Definition of Terms
The following definitions are in accordancewith PUCMM's manuals and policies.
1) Fixed Assets: All non-consumable items in nature with a value of more than
"X"
amount (usually set by the organization), and a useful life of a year ofmore.
2) Controlled Assets: All non- consumable items with a value of less than
"X"
amount and a useful life of a year or more, but need to be controlled as regular fixed
assets because these items are considered to be highly susceptible to theft or misuse.
3) Location: Refers to the current physical location of assets.
4) Asset Number: Is the number assign to an asset as soon as it is registered it
can be donewith a barcode system.
5) Cost: The real value of assets after depreciation.
6) Time or date of acquisition: Time evaluated in months or years of the initial
purchase of the asset, date of acquisition.
7) Insurance: Coverage by contractwhereby one party agrees to guarantee
another against a specific loss.
8) Maintenance: The provision of support or repair of assets.
9) Inventory: The act or process ofmaking an inventory, or the period of time
when this is done.
10) Depreciation: The lessening of price or value of an asset over time.




Companies worldwide have fixed assets to support business operations. These fixed
assets are an essential part of every business. Sometimes fixed assetmanagement can be
difficult if there are not policies and procedures in place. Fixed assets affect myriad
aspects of financial planning, reporting, and control. Many discrete, complicated, and
time-dependent tasks comprise fixed assetmanagement. In addition, the slightest error
can have drastic effects. This chapterwill present a literature review to better explain
the importance of fixed assets management, and how important these assets are to an
institution.
Fixed Assets Definition
Fixed assets are non-consumable goods, tangible in nature and have a useful life
longer than one year. According toWilliam D. Brady, Jr. (2001), "it can be any item
costing over a certain dollar amount, large or small, to an item that has a certain useful
life (pg
4)."
These fixed assets are classified as land, improvements other than buildings,
operating plants, equipment, vehicles, and construction in progress (Peterson, 2002).
Fixed assets can be bothmovable and immovable. Items of insignificant value, while
theymeet the above criteria, are normally expensed instead of being considered fixed
assets.
For profit and non for profit organizations, such as universities, are required under
GAAP, General Accepted Accounting Principles, (Delaney, Epstein, Nach and Budack,
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2002) to maintain a ledger or group of accounts inwhich to record the details relating to
the general fixed assets of the organization.
Establishing and maintaining complete and accurate accounting records for fixed
assets is important for several reasons as stated by Brady (2001). First, the value of fixed
assets is large in most organizations. Therefore, adequate accounting procedures and
records are essential for effective propertymanagement (including riskmanagement)
and control. Second, the stewardship responsibility involved in safeguarding such a
large investment is of the utmost importance for good financial administration. Third,
adequate fixed assets records can assist inmaking management decisions. Proper use of
these records may prevent unneeded assets from being purchased. Fixed asset records
also could be used to help clarify long-term capital budgeting needs. Finally, accurate
and complete fixed assets records can prevent the possible misstatement of the
institutional financial statements for fixed assets. Otherwise, assets such as those
acquired under capital leases and joint ventures could be overlooked.
Classification of Fixed Assets
Fixed assets should always be recorded in the accounting records of an institution.
Accounting classifications of fixed assets accounts are as follow (Heintz & Parry, 2002):
1. Property
Land- A fixed assets account that reflects the acquisition value of land and the rights
to land owned by the organization. It includes all land held in fee simple and all rights
to land that have no termination date.
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Improvements Other Than Buildings- A fixed assets account that reflects the
acquisition value of permanent improvements (other than buildings) that add value to
the land or improve the use of the land. Examples of such improvements are: fences,
retaining walls, drainage systems, sidewalks, parking lots, and driveways. It is good to
make clear that the term improvement and betterment have differentmeanings when
used with fixed assets. Improvements are fixed assets permanently attached to land.
Betterments are additions to or changes in existing depreciable assets intended to
increase their efficiency or prolong their useful lives. Recording of this type of assets in
the accounting records is optional. This category of fixed assets is immovable and of
value only to the institution (US Department ofHousing and Urban Development,
1999).
Buildings- A fixed assets account that reflects the acquisition value of permanent
structures owned by a business to house persons and property. Permanently installed
fixtures to or within these structures are considered parts of the structures. The cost of
major improvements to structures is included in this account.
2. Plant
Operating Plants- A fixed assets account that reflects the acquisition value of plants
used to provide the services of utilities, including both the building and the equipment
3. Equipment
Equipment- A fixed assets account that reflects the value of tangible property not
permanently affixed to real property, used
in carrying out the operations of the
business. Examples of equipment are machinery, furniture, and vehicles. This project
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will specifically examine and recommend a new process for themanagement of
equipment
Recording FixedAssets
Businessmay acquire fixed assets by several methods. Possible acquisition methods
include purchasewith a Purchase Order or PO, lease-purchase, installment purchase,
construction, and gifts. Themethod of acquisition of fixed assets should be properly
recorded on the books of account and in subsidiary records that provide detailed
information on each asset In an article published inManagement Accounting:
Magazine for Chartered ManagementAccountants, StephanMoriarty (Moriarty, 1998)
says that "a lot of financial managers do not have accurate information aboutwhat their
companies own (pg 42)", and continues explaining how important it is to record fixed
assets in the appropriate books.
There aremany rules and regulations on what and how fixed assets should be
recorded. To avoid recording many assets with low values that do not, in the aggregate,
amount to a material portion of the value of the fixed assets, organizations should set
minimum asset values below which an asset is not recorded in the fixed assets records.
There are some guidelines recommended to make decisions onwhen to record an asset
in the fixed assets records taking into consideration its value. Peterson (2002)
recommends the following in his Accounting for Fixed Assets book:
Land- All land and permanent rights to land should be recorded without regard to
any significant value.
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Improvements other than Buildings- Improvements other than buildings that cost
$1000 or more should be recorded as fixed assets.
Buildings-All buildings should be recorded at acquisition costwithout regard to
significant value.
Operating Plants- All buildings classified within the operating plants account
should be recorded at acquisition costwithout regard to significant value.
Equipment andVehicles- Equipment and vehicles costing $1000 or more should be
recorded as fixed assets.
The dollar amount used to decide whether an asset is of significant (capitalized or
expensed) value should be a policy decision of the institution's governing board.When
an organization decides to increase its threshold for capitalization, all old assets not
meeting the new requirement should be removed from the fixed assets records
(Peterson, 2002).
Inmany cases, institutions decide uponwhat movable fixed and controlled assets
will be recorded and how. For equipment and vehicles, an amount of
"X"
dollars is set
for an item to be classified as fixed assets. If the equipment bought is
"X"
amount or
more it can then be considered a fixed asset Controlled assets on the other hand, are
tangible and movable items with a value of less than the
"X"
amount but need to be
controlled as regular fixed assets because they are considered to be highly susceptible to
theft or misuse.
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Controlling Fixed Assets
All fixed assets must be physically identified, clearlymarked, and the responsibility
for their custodymust be assigned. Kriss (1999), in his articleWhere have all the PCs
gone?, agrees with this statementwhen he says that "consistent tracking of high-tech
fixed assets can yield a number of important benefits and put real dollars on your
bottom
tine."
One of themain reasons for fixed assets management is the need to have
secure control and accountability over the
business'
fixed assets (Brady, 2001). Policies
and procedures on how to control the organization's fixed assets should be in place.
Accountability of fixed and controlled assets is a key feature in themanagement of this
type of property. As Brady explains, "the primary purpose of fixed assets management
is to ensure accountability of the significant investment in fixed assets entrusted to
administrators (pg
29)."
This is why many organizations for example, Banco Popular in
the Dominican Republic, have designated users to their fixed assets for better
accountability and safeguard of these items.
There aremanymethods on how to assign
control numbers or identify fixed assets.
Alternativeways of identifying fixed assets can be accomplished through a serially
numbered metal or durable plastic tag affixed to the asset These identification tags
should bemade of a permanent adhesive that adheres to all surfaces.With the advance
of technology, identification tags are also availablewith bar codes. As stated in
Frontline Solutions News (Anonymous, Summer 2002-03), "bar code remains the most
widely used automatic
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2003&resjd=xri:pqdtferft_val_fmt=ori:fmtkev:mtx:journal&genre=articlet&:rft id=zri:pq
d:did=00000017616). There are a number of systems now, which use the barcode and
laser scanning technology easing greatly the task of physically auditing and tracking
fixed assets. StephanMoriarty, Managing Director ofCastof, a leading supplier of
computerized assetmanagement in the UK and Europe, has worked withmany
organizations automating their asset management procedures (Moriarty, Oct 1996). "A
few years ago wewere having to do quite a lot ofmissionarywork", saysMoriarty,
"butmanagers are now waking up to the fact that there are very substantial savings to
bemade through bettermanagement of fixed assets (pg 38)". Most ofMoriarty's clients
judge that the time taken to do a full audit has been cut by between 70% and 95%, after
using their system (pg 38).
Those assets where it is impossible to affix a permanent tag, need to have a number
so it can be positively identify as a capitalized asset (Brady, 2001). Identification
numbers should be assigned and affixed as soon as the item is acquired.
Valuation of fixed assets
Fixed assets should be accounted for at cost or if the cost is not practicable
determined, at estimated historical cost. Donated fixed assets should be recorded at
their estimated fairmarket valuewhen received (Peterson, 2002).
Cost- The cost of a fixed asset includes the purchase price or construction cost
(including costs of engineering studies) and ancillary charges necessary to acquire the
asset or to place it in the intended location and condition for use. Ancillary charges
include costs such as transportation charges, site preparation, professional fees, legal
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claims directly attributed to asset acquisition, and certain interest costs during
construction. For equipment the costs of any testing also should be capitalized
(Peterson, 2002).
Estimated Historical Cost- Institutions are sometimes required to establish
appropriate fixed assets accounting records after many years of operating without such
records. In such situations, the original purchase documentationmay not be available,
or an inordinate expenditure of resources may be required to establish original costs
precisely. Therefore, itmay be necessary to estimate the original asset cost on the basis
of documentary evidence available, including price levels at the time of acquisition, and
to record these estimated costs in the appropriate fixed assets accounts. In some cases,
the costmay not be known but information and records may be available showing the
year of acquisition. In this instance, a historical appraisal cost can be used (US
Department ofHousing and Urban Development, 1999). A historical appraisal cost is
defined for this purpose as the current appraised value adjusted to the year of
acquisition (Peterson, 2002). If the exact date of acquisition and cost are not known, but
the general period of acquisition and cost are known, an average year during the period
of acquisition and a reasonable estimated cost might be used (Peterson, 2002). The
important concept is to obtain reasonable estimated costs to record these assets on the
books and establish accountability.
Littrell and Thompson (1998), explained in their article, "Fix Asset reporting: A
research note", that using estimated costs does
create some margin of error in the fixed
assets accounting records as
compared to the proper recording at acquisition. However,
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such errors should diminish over time as assets are retired and replaced, and estimated
costs are replacedwith actual costs.
Valuation Considerations
According to Peterson (2002) in his book, Accounting for Fixed Assets, valuation
consideration by category of fixed assets includes:
Land- If the land is purchased, the valuation includes such costs as purchase price,
legal fees, filling and excavation, and other costs directly related to the acquisition of the
land and its preparation for use.
Buildings, Operating Plants and Improvements other than Buildings- If
purchased or constructed, the valuation includes such costs as the purchase price,
acquisition legal fees, and other professional fees.
Equipment- The basis of valuation of purchased equipment includes the net
contract price, transportation charges, and the cost of installing special devices or other
preparations required to ready the asset for its intended use.
In case of a gift, the valuation recorded for these assets should be the appraised value at
the time of acquisition.
Initial Inventory ofAssets
To set up a fixed assets system, an initial inventorymust be taken. For this
inventory, all fixed and controlled assets should be tracked and accounted for. Once the
data has been collected, it is fed into the inventory management system. The initial
inventory of fixed assets should beginwith the identification of land and rights in land,
all buildings, and all improvements, other than buildings should be listed. Buildings
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should be identified and described at least by reference to the original project. Any
additions or improvements, which have been made since the original construction,
should be identified and listed separately.
Regarding equipment and Operating Plants, the initial inventory has amultipurpose
function. At the time of the initial identification of each asset, an identification tag or
stencil is affixed to the asset, the complete description is recorded, the physical
condition is assessed, and the fixed assets control number is assigned. All equipment
should be tagged, including equipment that is being leased to the business (Brady,
2001).
In addition, assets, that do not meet the price criteria under the fixed assets category,
need to be inventoried as well due to their vulnerability of becoming lost or stolen.
Examples could be cameras and photographic projection equipment, record players,
and radios.
Developing and maintaining complete and accurate fixed assets records should
always be emphasized as one of themost important functions of fixed asset
management. An accurate fixed assets inventory provides information as towhat assets
are on-hand, their specific location, and what if any loss, theft or damage assets.
Organizations should maintain a fixed assets system, which includes records for all
fixed assets that should be inventoried. Strict controlmust bemaintained during the
inventory process to assure that items
not yet inventoried are notmoved to areas
already accounted for, or
vice versa. "The physical inventory function is one of themost
important functions in the management of fixed assets and the particular inventory
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verification procedures that are employed are of critical importance to the success of the
fixed assetsmanagement program", (Brady, 2001, pg. 56)
In order to ensure objective reporting of inventory items, personnel having no direct
responsibility for assets subject to the inventory count should perform physical
inventories. If it is not feasible to use such personnel for any part of the inventory, then
those portions are, at least, to be tested and verified by a personwith neither direct
responsibility of that portion of the inventory nor supervised by the person directly
responsible (Brady, 2001). Many organizations, such as the Rochester Institute of
Technology, use a computerized system in which the inventory verification is assigned
to the custodians of the items and this information is updated automatically in their
system (Dr. JamesWatters and RogerW. Stackpoole, Personal Interview, July 14, 2003).
Written physical inventory instructions and trainingmust be given to each person
participating in the inventory process. Instructions about how and where to record each
item, what information to record, what to dowhen they have a question, what
procedures to follow when equipment is located but not listed and many other
instructions can make the inventory easier, efficient and more accurate (Denver Public
Schools Fixed Assets Department, 2000).
Inventory Reconciliation
After a physical inventory count is completed, the fixed assets inventory manager
conducts the reconciliation process. Reconciliation is defined as the process of
identifying, explaining, and correcting the
differences occurring between the physical
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count and the inventory records (Peterson, 2002). Once all differences have been
identified, and explained, the inventory is considered reconciled.
Brady (2001) suggests that the existence and condition of all fixed assets should
either be verified annually as a part of the year-end closing process or on a cycle basis
during the year.
FixedAssets Transactions
Fixed assets transactions arise primarily from acquisitions and disposals of fixed
assets. Furthermore, fixed asset transfers are also important transactions thatmust be
record. These transactions appear first in the expenditure ledger as purchases or in the
revenue ledger as revenues from the disposal of fixed assetswhen these assets are being
sold. It is important to mention that lost, missing or stolen fixed assets will also affect
fixed assets records, resulting in other transactions. After the end of eachmonth, the
transactions for themonth should be journalised and recorded. It is important that these
transactions be inspected for any transactions not recorded in the proper accounts such
as donated assets. Fixed assets record should always be maintain once they have been
estabhshed (Denver Public Schools Fixed Assets Department, 2000).
FixedAsset Transfers
Transfers between departmentsmay take place during the useful life of the assets.
An important function of fixed assetmanagement is to keep track of these transfers
within the organization. A formmust be used in order to accomplish such transfer of
fixed assets. This form will allow releasing the responsibility of the current custodian of
the asset and transferring the responsibility to
the new user or custodian. This transfer
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process also involve transactions such as the change of account fund where this asset
will go to depending onwhether the item is moved to a departmentwith a different
account for fixed assets. Once the asset has been moved, the fixed assets manager is
responsible for updating the fixed assets managementwith the new information
regarding the location and the new custodian of the asset (Brady, 2001).
Lost,Missing or Stolen Fixed Assets
"No matter how good the fixed assets management policies and procedures are,
therewill be lost assets", (Brady, 2001). A physical inventorywill be the best instrument
to notice such losses. These losses also result in transactions in the fixed assets records.
In this case, the asset lost, missing or stolenwill be taken out of the accounting records
as well as the inventorymanagement system. The best way to minimize losses can be
through positive security measures, unannounced physical inventories and education
(Brady, 2001).
Disposition of Fixed Assets
An assetmay be disposed of once it has reached the end of its useful life. In this
case, these assets are considered, inmany occasions, as surplus for the business. Most
property or fixed assets even thought they have reached or exceeded their useful life,
may still have a value to the
business operations. Assets that no longer contribute to the
organization's operations need to be disposed and considered surplus. Institutions
should have a centralwarehouse of surplus property, where all surplus assets can be
store for further process. Brady (2001) states that the purposes of a disposal program
are:
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1. Elimination of costs related to thewarehousing, insurance and accounting
systems necessary to fulfil the
business'
surplus property responsibility.
2. Maximize the proceeds by disposing of assets as soon as possible after they
become excess to an institution's needs.
3. Establishment of priorities in the disposal process that encourages keeping assets
in use as long as possible.
4. Conversion of unneeded assets into available funds on a timely basis for
offsetting the cost of new assets.
Many times, some assets may become more of a burden to dispose than the overall
worth of it. For instance, the cost to dispose of 500 desks may exceed any value that can
be realized from disposing of them. These kinds of problems are not uncommon but
need to be dealtwith appropriately. A fixed assetmanagermust have the necessary
authority to determine the proper method of disposal, even if thatmeans to donate the
property to a worthy organization.
As stated before, surplus property that has reached its useful life can still have
value. Because it has value, meaning monetary value in this case, management needs to
ensure that its value is not lost. This is why it is necessary that property be adequately
classified. The classificationswill be of great importance determiningwhat disposal
method will be used. According to Brady (2001), "excess implies that the property can
be further used within the organizationwhile surplus means the property has no
further value to the business and may be disposed of through proper channels (pg
83)."
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After determining that a property is surplus to the institution, a disposal method
needs to be determined. The bestmethod will be one thatmaximizes the return to the
business. Soroosh and Ciesielski (2002) recommend in their articleWhenGood Assets
go Bad that "Long-lived assets may be disposed of by abandonment, exchange for other
productive long-lived assets, distribution to shareholders in a spin-off, or sale (pg 42)".
There aremany disposalmethods that can be used such as auctions, sealed bid, spot
sale, trade-in, redistribution, discard and recycling.
Depreciation Considerations
Depreciation is an element of expense resulting from the use of long-lived assets or
fixed assets. It is conventionally measured by allocating the expected net cost of using
the asset (original cost less estimated salvage value) over its estimated useful life in a
systematic and rationalmanner. The objective of depreciation is to charge each
accounting period for the estimated loss in economic value of the depreciable assets
used during the period (Peterson, 2002). This implies ability to:
Estimate the economic useful life of each asset
Predict the probable salvage value.
Estimate the rate atwhich the economic value of the assetwill be consumed
during its economic life.
Estimating Useful Life
The period of time that an asset is expected to help produce revenues is called its
useful life (Heintz & Parry, 2002). According to Peterson (2001), determining the
estimated useful live of an asset has a significant impact on the period expenses.
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Shortening the life can increase expenses in the periods. In estimating the economic
useful life of an asset, consideration has to be given to:
a. The physical environment inwhich the asset is to be used (hot, cold, caustic, dry,
moist, etc.)
b. The physical characteristics of use (continuous, intermittent, fixed or portable,
stable or alternating) as well as the operating conditions ofweight, force and friction to
be encountered.
c. Physical resilience or ability to sustain full utility and valuewithminor repetitive
maintenance, as opposed to material progressive deteriorationwith use, irrespective of
continuing maintenance.
d. Obsolescence potential- susceptibility to economic loss of value because of
technological, fashion, or other changes that reduce an asset's relative economic
suitability for its intended purposes.
Salvage Value
Salvage value can be defined as the portion of an asset's cost that is recoverable at
the end of its service life less any disposal costs (Brady, 2001). To estimate the probable
salvage value of a particular asset, judgements must bemade as to:
Potential formarket appreciation in the second hand market For example,
certainmodels of business machines are attributed to have particular operating
characteristics that are considered superior to those in latermodels, and thus they
remain in demand at a high second hand valuewhile other later models often
depreciate in value quickly after the initial sale.
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Potential for alternate uses through renovation and rebuilding.
Selection of a DepreciationMethod
Theoretically, a depreciationmethod should be selected that achieves the most
realistic reflection of the loss in economic value of the assets being used or, for cost
accounting purposes, that allocates a reasonable portion of the cost of an asset to the
revenue produced (Peterson, 2002).
There are two commonly used depreciation approaches:
1. Uniform Rate of Straight-line Depreciation Using the straight-line method of
depreciation, the cost or other basis of the asset, less the estimated salvage value, is
divided by the number of years of useful life to arrive at an annual depreciation charge.
This method is simple to apply and will provide satisfactory results where the useful
life and salvage value of an asset can be estimated with some degree of accuracy.
According to Green, Grinyer and Michaelson, in their article A Possible Economic
Rationalefor Straight -Line Depreciation, "Straight-tine depreciation appears to be a crude
procedure that is unsupported by economic logic. Nevertheless, internationally, it is the
mostwidely used method of allocating the costs of fixed assets to accounting periods by
way of depreciation charges (pg
91)."
He attributes its use to its simplicity. Many
institutions such as Banco Popular advocate the use of this method of depreciation
(Yolanda Nunez, Personal Interview, June 9, 2003).
2. Accelerated Depreciation. This approach includes the Declining BalanceMethod,
which produces a more rapid write-off in the early years of life, followed by smaller
charges as an asset nears its termination. As with all depreciationmethods, this method
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requires an estimate of the useful life of the asset (Peterson, 2002). An accelerated
method of depreciation is often applied in situationswhere there is a high rate of
technological change and uncertainty thatmay render an asset obsolete long before its
physically useful life is completed. Some assets are subject to rapid deterioration in the
early years and thus become unusable as second hand units with only scrap value
remaining. Nevertheless, such assets may continue to function for a considerable period
with proper maintenance. This disparity between loss inmarket value and loss of utility
value makes it desirable to pick up the major loss in value for these types of assets in the
early years through an accelerated depreciationmethod.
FixedAssetsManagement
As stated earlier, fixed assets represent a significant dollar investment for any
organization. It is important that assets are accounted for in an institution. A fixed asset
management program manages the organization's fixed assets by controlling,
safeguarding and assigning accountability of this type
of property. A fixed asset
management program is important for many reasons such as the control of loss of assets
due to pilferage, theft and neglect. A reliable fixed assetmanagement program has an
additional fundamental value inmaximizing the use of assets within the organization
by sharing these assets between departments.
Another interesting point is the importance of an accurate fixed asset management
program to meet the growing demands for improved
control and accountability over
fixed assets. In addition, a good fixed assetmanagement can prevent unnecessary
expenses for buying unneeded assets for the
organization.
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According to Brady (2001), "A fixed assetmanagement program is effective and
efficient if it facilitates the attainment of the goals and objective of the organization (pg
16)."
Furthermore, he recommends the use of certain fixed assetmanagement
principles. These principleswill help inmeeting the goals and objectives of the
organization by building; effective and efficient operation of the fixed asset program, in
making sound decisions, in reducing costs, and providing incentives formanagement
improvements. These fixed asset management principles are:
a. Make surplus assets the first source of supply: Fixed assets managers must
encourage and promote the usage of surplus assets. Policies and procedures must be in
place so that surplus asset is used before purchasing any new asset
b. Maximize the reuse of fixed assets: A sound policy to reuse assets is needed.
c. Manage the fixed asset program effectively and efficiently: Managers should
use these two words collectively, producing the desired effect and being productive
without waste.
d. Trained fixed asset managers provide superior services: Technology,
administration, personnel, and management functions, are the day-to-day challenges
encountered by a fixed assetmanager. Amanagermust be adequately trained to meet
these challenges.
Ideal Fixed assets management process
After an extensive literature review, an ideal fixed assetsmanagement process can
be as follow:
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Criteria:
Determine fixed assets needs (Planning)
Identify any institution strategies, goals and objectives that are directly or indirectly
related to fixed assetmanagement For example, an indirect university strategy related
to fixed assets might be a requirement, intended to provide employment opportunities
to disabled, that the organization purchase certain types of assets for the blind. Link the
entity's fixed asset goals to these organization's strategies, goals and objectives.
Furthermore, planning for fixed assets management should include a requirements
determination, forecasting, budgeting and scheduling.
Establish centralized fixed assetmanagement
Consider establishing a central fixed asset office responsible for policy-making and
oversight This central fixed asset officewould be responsible for themanagement and
direction of the full spectrum of fixed asset activities and functions.
A central fixed asset management function should be located at a level that provides
sufficient authority, independence, and safeguards to foster the goals and objectives of
the fixed asset program. Define the accountability, responsibility, and authority of
central fixed assets management.
Identify, document, and implement the policies, procedures, and controls
needed
Policies, procedures, and controls should clearly define legislative intentwhile
providing suitable administrative discretion in central fixed assetmanagement. In cases
where there is a central fixed asset authority, delegated activities should be controlled
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by rules, policies and procedures, and should bemonitored for compliance. The central
fixed asset office should be authorized to adopt any additional rules needed to carry out
the job.
Purchase the asset (procurement)
Policies and procedures for purchasing fixed assets should be in place (i.e. approval
limits).
Receive, inspect, inventory, store and distribute the assets
1. The receiving department should inspect all incomingmaterials, reconciling
packaging sleep with material received. In addition, it should report any discrepancies
in quantity ordered versus quantity received. Moreover, it should enter the asset as part
of the inventory by labelling the asset and recording the information in the inventory
system.
2. Suggested policies and procedures for storing and distributing fixed assets
should be in place.
3. All fixed assetmanagement offices should maintain the value of items in stock at
the lowest practical levels at all times in order to economize in the use ofworking
capital and to minimize storage costs. Inventory control procedures should adequately
protect the fixed assets.
Repair andmaintain the assets
Repairs and periodic maintenance should be in place.
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Dispose of damaged, obsolete, or unneeded fixed assets.
1. The institution should clearly definewhat constitutes damaged, obsolete, or
unneeded items.
2. Those items, which have no further value, should be destroyed.
3. The disposal of any surplus items must complywith the organization's surplus
property rules.
Record and report fixed asset transactions
1. Maintenance of a General Fixed Assets Account for property, plant and
equipment acquired by general, special revenue, capital project, or proprietary funds
should be established.
2. The entity must establish a value for all fixed assets and accurate records must be
maintained by determining the acquired value of the asset, salvage value, useful life
and depreciable basis.
Monitor and evaluate the fixed assetmanagement process
The organization should periodically evaluate the various fixed asset
management processes for effectiveness and efficiency. This information should be
used to enhance or modify current processes. Managerial reports should identify
trends for key performancemeasures. According to Brady, "fixed assets
performancemeasurements are the collection of specific information regarding the
results of the fixed assets management function. It includes themeasurement of the
job that is being accomplished and is considered the basis ofmanaging by
results"
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3. Improves customer service
4. Enables businesses to determine effective resource use
5. Supports strategic planning and goal setting
Integrating Technology to the Process
Today, many companies aremanaging their fixed assets through the use of a
database, whichwas not regularly done in the past The high costs, accountability
and control ofmany fixed assets havemade the use of IT software extremely
valuable in organizations. Implementing a sound fixed asset management program
involves the combination of people, processes and tools.Without appropriate
processes in place, the reliability of the data that the tools providewill be
questionable. Software tools facilitate a
business'
ability to automate a process, while
providing valuable data about all of its managed assets.World-class companies
almost universally turn to technology as a means ofminimizing theworkload and
tying the fixed assets ledger into the general ledger. The burning issue in fixed asset
management is, "How do I put in place an extended process that goes all theway
from capital planning to retirement of the
asset?"
Kopp says. "More and more
companies are either developing a homemade fixed asset system or using one of the
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many fixed asset software packages out there", he expresses. (ControllerMagazine,
Oct 1997, pg. 2)
Indeed, a proliferation of fixed asset software has flooded themarket in recent
years as companies continue to look for a total asset management solution. One
aspect that has become increasingly important to organizations is not only making
sure the right asset is being used, but also ensuring that the asset in question is
fulfilling its intended use. Many companies look for software thatwill make the
organizationmore productive and efficient Recent statistics show that companies
lose billions of dollars annually in theft. But those losses have been reduced as much
as 75% among companies implementing asset management programswith the aid of
bar coding, which can provide companies with real-time information on the
location, description, history and status of every fixed asset (Automatic I.D. News,
1996).
Integration of a general ledger and asset management system can provide many
benefits according to Peterson (2002). These benefits can be:
1. Reconciliation of the financial asset register with the physical inventory
2. Improved accuracy of information
3. Elimination of duplicated records
4. Improved decisionmaking
5. Easier auditability
6. Tighter control of capital investment
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Institutions should keep inmind that fixed assetmanagement tools are not a
panacea. Theywill automate, but not replace, the processes that support a fixed
assets management program. Furthermore, data alone are not useful. According to




In conclusion, a fixed assetmanagement process is a key element to any
institution's efficiencywhen carrying out its operations. In addition, an integrated
fixed assets management system is a remarkable aid when improving processes
efficiency. This important topic will be further examined in the following chapters.
Procedures and methodology used for this researchwill be explained in a more
exhaustive manner.
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Chapter III
Methodology and Procedures
Themethodology for this study is based on a cross-sectional study to assess fixed
assets management processes in this and other well-established organizations. It is a
descriptive study using qualitative data that describes how fixed assets aremanaged
and controlled. Fixed assets management is a verymeaningful activity in any
organization; it oversees the proper control of fixed assets including inventory, use, and
all transactions regarding fixed assets. Accurate information is imperative to any
organization. The data sought covers all aspects of any fixed assets management
process (es). The rationale, then, is to design a fixed assets management process for
PUCMM, to provide accurate information for upper managementwhen making
decisions, and moreover, to have better control over the institutions fixed assets.
Many businesses, and even non-for-profit organizations, have managed to
successfully integrate their fixed assetmanagement processes to control their property.
Examples of these institutions are the Rochester Institute of Technology, which is a non
profit organization, and Banco Popular Dominicano, a financial institution in the
Dominican Republic. Interviews performed in each of these institutions regarding their
fixed assetmanagement practices currently in place granted the opportunity to discuss
this topic on a wider scale. In addition, manuals regarding how other universities and
businesses manage fixed assets, literature on best practices, aswell as rules and
regulations concerning the
management of fixed assets, were also consulted for this
study.
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Primary and secondary sources were also used to gather information for this
research project The data collection instruments issued for this studywere interviews,
observations, Internet, books, journals and magazines. Interviews were a good way to
gather information more thoroughly; moreover, it gives the interviewer the opportunity
formore flexibility with the questions. A list of key questions (semi-structured
questionnaire) was used as a guide to cover themain items of interest (Appendix A).
These interviews provided the opportunity to talk about other important topics or
subjects to expand the database and search outmore details.
The interviews took place at institutions in the USA and in the Dominican Republic.
These interviews also provided the option to get hands on information about the tools
and processes in place for the management of fixed assets. The opportunity to collect
information and validate this information at the same timewas a superb experience.
Senior executives, as well as middle managers, were involved in the interviews. The
executives explained the rationale for regulations and processes in place, and managers
explained how these rules and regulations were carried out in day-to-day operations.
Data Consolidation
During this study, a wide range of information on fixed assets managementwas
collected and consolidated in order to gain enough knowledge towards the designing of
a new process for managing PUCMM's fixed
assets.
The interviews took approximately nine (9) months. The process of interviewing,
observations and reviewing
literature regarding fixed assets management, served to
help design a reliable fixed assets
management process.
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Based on the criteria presented in chapter II of this document, chapter fourwill
analyze the data collected and compare the current process at PUCMM to the suggested
fixed assets management process previously described.
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Chapter IV
Findings, Conclusions and Recommendations
Introduction
Fixed assets, as stated before, are very important to the daily operations of any
organization. Propermanagement of this type of property is a key element in any
decisionmaking process. Due to the high cost of fixed assets, it is also important to
maintain accurate records and inventory controls to avoid hidden costs due to
mismanagement or lack of precise information.
The rationale for this study is that PUCMM does not have a reliable management
process for its fixed and controlled assets. In addition, PUCMM does not have a system
that can provide accurate, fast and updated information about these assets. There is a
need to design a new process for managing PUCMM's fixed assets, to provide accurate
and reliable information on the status of the university's fixed and controlled assets.
This chapter will explain how the criteria from the ideal management processes
described in chapter two have been applied in other organizations. Furthermore, itwill
describe the new management process for PUCMM's fixed and controlled assets. This
new management process is based on literature review, best practices and the needs of
the institution regarding the control of this type
of property.
DataAnalysis
After interviews were held with senior executives and middle managers of Banco
Popular and RIT, and subsequent up to date reviews of the literature, important aspects
on fixed assets management could be highlighted. Startingwith the planning stage, it is
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highly recommended to knowwhat are the fixed assets that the organization has, in
order to plan for the items thatwill need to be purchased to maintain the operations of
the business. The companies interviewed displayed good examples of these practices.
Both, Banco Popular and RIT, conveyed how important is planning of fixed assets needs
for current and future operations, based on the information on hand about the quantity
of assets the institution holds.
Another key aspect examined was the central management of fixed assets. Peterson
(2001) and Brady (2000), agree on having centralized fixed assets management to
provide more control over an institution's property. Banco Popularwas a great example
of an organization that has a more centralized management of its fixed assets. It has a
special unit thatmanages and controls all of Banco
Popular7
s fixed assets. Ordering,
receiving, distributing and controlling the asset is done from one department, which is
also in charge of tracking, registering, controlling and monitoring the use of the bank's
assets. This department is responsible for making all transactions regarding these items
in the database. On the other hand, RIT has a more decentralized management of its
fixed assets, although there is a department that registers all fixed assets transactions. In
this institution, each school functions as an independent entity, in regards to the
school's budget, therefore, the school can order its fixed assets, such as computers,
without having to go through other channels for approval. Once the asset is
in the
institution, the fixed assets departmentwill send a tag to be affixed to the item for
further control.
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Both institutions are good examples of how important it is for a business to know
what it owns and having proper accountability of those assets. Knowingwhat an
organization owns, as well as the conditions and nature of the assets, strengthens both
long term and short-term operations. Furthermore, the automated or computerized
system used to manage this type of property, is a key element influencing the efficiency
of a fixed assets management process. Today companies are trying to make process
more efficient by using computerized systems that allow more control, speed and
reliable informationwhen needed. Banco Popular and RIT have adopted computerized
systems to manage their organization's fixed assets. Banco Popular has been using
SmartStream as the software to make the management process of fixed assets more
efficient. RIT utilizes ORACLE to manage and control its fixed assets in a more effective
manner. Both programs have proven to be very helpful to these institutions, enabling
management to have quick, accurate, and reliable information at the time of decision
making.
Findings
The findings of this study lead to the
suggestion of a fixed assetmanagement
process for PUCMM, which takes into consideration best practices, literature review
and the institution's needs whenmanaging and controlling fixed assets. The suggested
fixed assets management process is established according to themain criteria presented
in Chapter II.
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Determine fixed assets needs (Planning)
Planning is considered themost important function of any business. Determining
fixed asset needs is the first planning stage in this fixed assets management process.
PUCMM has been doing part of the planning for fixed assets needs but not entirely
right. The institution currently determines the needs for fixed assets based on
observations, not on precise and reliable information. Due to poor planning the
institution has been purchasing assets that it already has or that it does not have an
urgent need for. In many cases, PUCMM has bought duplicate items to do a job that
could have been done with existing assets. Other cases have arisen as well, such as not
buying necessary assets to support the institution's goals and mission due to
misinformation on the condition of existing assets. In conclusion, planning has not been
done correctly. This is why this criteria has been included as part of the suggested
management process model.
Having a planning process in place and completed correctlywill bring many
benefits to the organization. Among these benefits is the enhancement of decision
making, costs reduction and making effective and efficient usage of the institution's
property. This can be accomplished by making surplus assets the first source of supply
when assessing asset needs, and maximize
the reuse of fixed assets.
Establish centralized fixed asset management
In an environment of scarce resources and unstable economy, centralization of fixed
assetmanagement is vital to an organization. This is the current situation at PUCMM.
The institution has appointed a centralized fixed assetmanagement office but has not
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delegated enough authority to enforce the rules and regulations needed to run this
office. At this time the organization has very sound rules and regulations in place that
are not being followed by the university's departments. A good example regarding this
situation iswhen purchasing, leasing, transferring and disposing fixed assets without
any notification to the fixed assets management office. Moreover, when determining
fixed assets needs for the institution there is no participation by the fixed assets
management department. In conclusion, there is a fixed asset management office that
has not being functioning as one. Centralization of fixed assetmanagement is a great
opportunity for PUCMM, in view of the fact that the institution is currentlyworking
under a restrained budget and an unstable economy.
A centralized office, if functioning, as it should, can offer many advantages to
PUCMM. Some potential benefits of a centralized fixed asset management office are:
1. Volume discounts can be obtained by consolidating orders
2. Administrative staff can be minimized
3. Opportunities can be easily identified for filing assets needs in one part of the
entitywith surpluses.
4. Delivery of reliable and current information about the location, condition, cost
and depreciation of the institution's fixed assets.
Identify, document and implement the policies, procedures, and controls
needed
Internal control encompasses the policies and procedures that an organization
establishes to ensure that it operates in accordancewithmanagement's intentions and
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that accountability is maintained for all transactions. This includes the methods by
which the organization safeguards its assets, checks the accuracy and reliability of its
accounting data, promotes operational efficiency, and encourages adherence to
prescribed managerial policies. PUCMM has identified and documented the policies,
procedures and controls needed for the institution, for instance, policies and procedures
on how fixed assets transactions should be done as well as forms necessary for these
transactions. However, it has not implemented or enforced them in regards to the
management and accountability of its fixed assets. Furthermore, it has not delegated
enough authority to the department in charge of the management of the institution's
fixed assets to enforce these policies and procedures to improve the institution's
controls over these items.
This model suggests the review of all policies and procedures in regards to the
management of PUCMM's fixed assets, as well as the implementation of those reviewed
and/or new policies and procedures. For this to be accomplished upper management
needs to delegate the authority needed to the responsible entity for the safeguard and
accountability of PUCMM's fixed and controlled assets. This
new approach will allow
management to monitor operations, identify business risks, and generate pertinent
financial and non-financial information. To be more specific, itwill provide reasonable
assurance that
1. Transactions are executed in accordance with management's authorization.
2. Transactions are recorded as necessary to permit the preparation of accurate
financial statements and tomaintain accountability of the organization's fixed assets.
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3. Fixed assets are periodically compared with the accounting records, both to
determine the accuracy of the records and to account for these assets.
Purchase the assets (Procurement)
Currently PUCMM has a purchasing office, which has policies and procedures in
place. In a fixed assets management process, this role does not affect the process if it is
done by another entity within the organization. It is suggested that this function
continue to be carry out by the purchasing department.
Receive, inspect, inventory, store and distribute the assets
At this moment, PUCMM has been completingmost of this phase of the process.
Currently PUCMM has a receiving area where items are inspected upon arrival, stored
and/or later distributed to the end-user. The reception, inspection and distribution of
assets have followed the suggested model. On the other hand, the inventory and
storage of fixed assets has been done poorly. PUCMM does not have a fixed assets
inventory system that can be used to collect and record the necessary information of
each item. Starting a year ago, an excelworksheetwas the tool used to store information
regarding the institution's asset. An excelworksheet
cannot provide the necessary
reliability to maintain a correct inventory of fixed assets. Moreover, assets have not
being labeled in order to keep track of them in a more efficient manner.
In regards to the storage of fixed assets (new or surplus), this has been done poorly
as well. There is not an area with the necessary conditions to store new or surplus fixed
assets. At this point, these assets are being stored with other items that can potentially
damage PUCMM's new fixed assets.
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In this case, the suggested modelwill handle the inventory and storage of fixed
assetswith a more efficient approach. This model will use a fixed assets inventory
management system to record all necessary information related to each fixed asset. In
addition, itwill require a better infrastructure and conditions for the storage of
property. This can be accomplished with the financial support of upper management.
Repair andmaintain the assets
PUCMM lacks complete and reliable information aboutwhich fixed assets need
periodic maintenance, and which assets have a high risk for potential damages if
neglected and/or not appropriately maintained. In the short term, repair expenses
could increase due to the lack of expertise in the repair arena by potentially damaging
the asset Equally as important, if repairs are done poorly, additional and higher repair
costswill be incurred. Furthermore, whenmaintenance is neglected, repair expenses
will rise. Therefore, it is critical that purchase, maintenance, and lifecyclemanagement
information should be captured and managed; as well as to ensure that themaintenance
staff arewell trained and appropriate maintenance contracts are in place, where
needed. In addition, a maintenancemodule is recommended in order to make the entire
process more efficient Financial support of upper management is needed to accomplish
this phase.
Dispose of damaged, obsolete, or unneeded fixed assets
PUCMM has not clearly definedwhat constitute damaged, obsolete or unneeded
fixed assets. Instead, the disposition of these assets has been done empirically.
Additionally, PUCMM has procedures on how to dispose of damaged, obsolete or
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unneeded fixed assets but they are not enforced. Many times the disposition is not
done according to procedures in place; instead some departments will dispose of fixed
assets without notifying the proper entity.
The new process will define and enforce clear procedures on how to dispose of
damaged, obsolete or unneeded fixed assets.
Record and report fixed assets transactions
Accounting records of PUCMM's fixed assets have not been kept or maintained
correctly. PUCMM's accounting department does not have an accurate, reliable or
current ledger that can account for all the university's fixed assets. Moreover, total
value, useful life and depreciation conditions of an asset are not clearly known. Fixed
asset transactions have not been accomplished correctly either. For instance, when an
asset is transferred from one department to another, proprietary funds should be
updated. At this point, the update of proprietary funds is not being accomplished. One
can say that PUCMM's accounting reports and records of fixed assets are not a reliable
source of information.
The new fixed assets management process will be able to provide accurate, reliable
and updated information about all fixed assets. In addition, itwill be able to provide
necessary reports about all fixed
assets transactions. This will be accomplished by
maintaining a general fixed assets
account inwhich all transactions automatically
update fixed assets records.
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Monitor and evaluate the fixed asset management process
This last stage of the process will be a new element to the organization as part of the
new process. Periodicallymonitoring and evaluations for the various fixed assets
management processeswill be performed. The information gathered will be used to
modify, enhance or create new processes.
Current Process Vs New Process
In chapter two an ideal fixed assets management process was described based on
nine criteria as steps to follow for this new process. Chapter four presents what the
current process at PUCMM formanaging its assets is, and moreover, the benefits that
the suggested process will provide if implemented. The followingmatrix explains the
previous information in a more condensed manner and demonstrates how the new
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Conclusions
As stated many times before along this document, fixed assets are the backbone of
an institution's day-to-day operations. In addition, these items are of high costs and
require to bemanaged as efficiently as possible. Although this is a vital management
area for businesses, inmany cases it is done inefficiently. It is fair to say that PUCMM is.
among this vast category of businesses that has poorlymanaged its fixed assets.
The present chapter provided vivid explanations about the inadequately fixed assets
management PUCMM has carried out PUCMM's inefficient practices regarding fixed
assetmanagement are a direct result of poor planning and the absence of clear policies,
procedures and/or controls. The inventory and storage, as well as the recording and
reporting of fixed assets transactions, are some of PUCMM's major weaknesses in
regards to the management of its property, to the point that there is few to none
information in this regard. Moreover, the lack of a maintenance and repair module,
alongwith clear definitions and procedures of what constitute the disposition of
damaged, obsolete or unneeded fixed assets, represents another area that needs major
improvements and/or restructure.
In conclusion, all processes, procedures and controls regarding themanagement of
fixed have been very inefficient As a result,
PUCMM does not have a fixed assets
management process that can provide reliable, precise, up-to-date, and fast information
about the institution's property. Furthermore, PUCMM does not knowwhat are its
fixed assets, their current condition, or how well these items are maintained.
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Recommendations
After findings provided in this research and the comparisonmatrix presented above,
it is now useful to provide some recommendations for measures to put in place and
activities to be carried out. These recommendations will allow PUCMM improve the
management of its fixed assets and reduce hidden costs associated with the inefficient
management that has been carried out up to this point
The following recommendations are divided in two groups. The first group includes
general recommendations based on literature review and best practices. The second
group will include the most urgent (present-day) recommendations that should be put
into practice in the near future, and formost ofwhich financing is required as rapidly as
possible.
General Recommendations
1. Redefine all policies, rules, procedures and controls related to fixed asset
management, based on best practices, and the needs of the institution.
2. Planning should be based on reliable, up-to-date and concise information in
order to enhance the decision-making process.
3. Create a fixed assets managementmanual with all information regarding the
management of fixed assets.
4. Provide training about the different fixed
assetmanagement processes inwhich
other departments are involved.
5. Implement a maintenancemodule to provide propermaintenance to the
organization's assets.
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6. Outsourcemaintenance and/or repair for high-tech equipment in order to
reduce operation costs and potential damages to assets.
7. Continuous monitoring and evaluation of all fixed assets management processes
to be implemented, with the purpose of encouraging continuous improvement along all
phases.
Specific Recommendations
1. Re-structure PUCMM's centralized fixed assets departmentwith enough
delegation of authority according to its responsibilities
2. Implementation of a new fixed assets management process based on the criteria
discussed on chapter two (2).
3. Selection and implementation of an integrated fixed assets management system
in order to make the entire process more efficient and provide reliable, up-to-date and
fast information on fixed assets.
4. Once an integrated fixed assets management system is selected, a physical
inventory of all PUCMM's fixed assets should be conducted, to create a
new database
with current information.
5. Build or designate an area specifically for the storage of new and/or surplus
fixed assets.
Taking into consideration all findings and recommendations,
it is suggested that the
following process flow chart be implement as it
covers the criteria from recommended
fixed assetmanagement process to be used at PUCMM. The chart gives a better idea of
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how this new process willwork and its interactionwith other departments within the
organization. (See Figure 4.1)
Recommendations for Further Research
After previous general and specific recommendations, further studies in areas
considered as critical, are recommended. The analysis of PUCMM's fixed assets is
highly recommended, since this institutions lacks of information of all aspects regarding
its fixed assets. In addition, the collection of data from this studywill provide the
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Appendix A
Questions used for interviews
1. What fixed assets does the institution have?
2. Does the institution know the cost of all its fixed assets?
3. Does the institution know where its fixed assets are currently located?
4. How is the receiving and distribution of fixed assets being carried out?
5. Are fixed assets classified by category?What are the categories?
6. Is the institution reporting depreciation on its fixed assets? How is this being
accomplished?
7. Are fixed assets being insured? How?What type of insurance policy?
8. Are fixed assets being track? How?
9. Are fixed assets being labeled and/or registered?
10. Who is accountable for the institutions fixed assets?
11. What is the acquisition process for fixed assets?
12. How often are fixed assets inventoried?
13. How are the transfer, deletion, and/or retirement being accomplished at this
institution?
14. How are the loss, theft and/or destruction of fixed assets being managed?
15. How are donations being handle?
16. How fixed assets are being stored?
